Important! Please read before initial use:
1. Due to technical limits all GPS devices have position accuracy up to 15m, the signal can be affected by the environment.
2. There may be delays caused by human operation at terminals. The company shows the latest information on the website.
3. GPS Tracking:
 IP 44 shock-tolerant (DPSDIP):
 GPS tracking:
 Heart rate and BP:
 SIM & Card:
 Watch:
 Accessories:

Product specifications:
Version: A&W combinations:
GPS: Stand: 10m/30m/50m
WIFI: Stand: 256MES/236/236
Version B combinations:
GPS: Stand: 12/5m
SIM: Stand: 6/2m
GPS positioning accuracy: 5m (latest update)
GPS positioning accuracy: 2m (latest update)

Working temperature: -10~50℃

Battery charge:
Full charge: 5-15m
Reduced charge: 15-100m (Under normal circumstances)
Reduction charge: 100-150m (Under harsh circumstances)
Reduction charge: 150-200m (Under extreme circumstances)

Steps to green:
Step 1: Turn on the GPS tracker
Step 2: Enter your GPS Tracking Tracking details
Step 3: SMS card installation and activation or the SIM card
Step 4: GPS tracking
Step 5: Login and log in to your watch
Step 6: GPS tracking

GPS Tracking Tracking:
SIM & Card:

Step 1: Insert SIM card and turn on the device
Step 2: Install GPS positioning, click on GPS icon to activate
Step 3: Enter your GPS Tracking Tracking details

To ensure waterproofing, please insert the SIM card correctly with an accuracy of ±0.1mm. Please open the SIM card slot to insert the SIM card.

When the screen goes off, it will then show from the top of the screen:

GPS Tracking Tracking:

1) When the phone is not in use, it will show the GPS Tracking Tracking details.
2) If the phone is placed in the spotlight, it will show the GPS Tracking Tracking details.

GPS Tracking Tracking:

1. When the SIM card is inserted, a SIM card icon will appear on the upper right corner of the screen.
2. When the phone is in use, it will show the GPS Tracking Tracking details.
3. When the SIM card is removed, it will show the GPS Tracking Tracking details.
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Heart Rate and Blood Pressure watch can be used to check the wearer's body health. Heart Rate: When the watch detects changes in heart rate, the wearer will be reminded. Blood Pressure: When the watch detects changes in blood pressure, the wearer will be reminded.

Step 1: Setting up the GPS watch
Before setting up the GPS watch, make sure that the SIM card has been inserted into the watch. To set up the GPS watch, follow these steps:

1. Insert the SIM card into the watch's SIM card slot.
2. Turn on the GPS watch to power it on.
3. Enter the settings menu by pressing the Home button.
4. Select the GPS icon to access the GPS settings menu.
5. Enter the GPS watch's settings menu to set up the GPS connection.
6. Follow the on-screen instructions to set up the GPS connection.

Step 2: Powering on the GPS watch
To power on the GPS watch, follow these steps:

1. Insert the SIM card into the watch's SIM card slot.
2. Turn on the GPS watch to power it on.
3. Enter the settings menu by pressing the Home button.
4. Select the GPS icon to access the GPS settings menu.
5. Enter the GPS watch's settings menu to set up the GPS connection.
6. Follow the on-screen instructions to set up the GPS connection.

Step 3: Operations in the GPS watch
When the GPS watch is ready, the wearer can perform various operations. To perform operations in the GPS watch, follow these steps:

1. Enter the settings menu by pressing the Home button.
2. Select the GPS icon to access the GPS settings menu.
3. Enter the GPS watch's settings menu to set up the GPS connection.
4. Follow the on-screen instructions to set up the GPS connection.

Power-off:
The GPS watch's power-off function.

Battery Check:
The battery check function.

Remote Alarm:
The remote alarm function.

SOS Call:
The SOS call function.

Voice Chat:
The voice chat function.

Loud Alarm:
The loud alarm function.

Heart Rate:
The heart rate function.

Blood Pressure:
The blood pressure function.

Sleep Mode:
The sleep mode function.

Mode:
The mode function.

Pill Reminder:
The pill reminder function.

Blood Oxygen:
The blood oxygen function.

Voice Recognition:
The voice recognition function.

Face Unlock:
The face unlock function.

Remote Photos:
The remote photos function.

Remote Video:
The remote video function.

Remote Music:
The remote music function.

Remote Recording:
The remote recording function.

Remote Microphone:
The remote microphone function.

Remote Camera:
The remote camera function.

Remote Control:
The remote control function.

Remote Screen Mirroring:
The remote screen mirroring function.

Remote Keyboard:
The remote keyboard function.

Remote Gamepad:
The remote gamepad function.

Remote Mouse:
The remote mouse function.

Remote Printer:
The remote printer function.

Remote Scanner:
The remote scanner function.

Remote Scanner (Speech Recognition):
The remote scanner (speech recognition) function.

Remote Scanner (OCR Recognition):
The remote scanner (OCR recognition) function.

Remote Scanner (Barcode Recognition):
The remote scanner (barcode recognition) function.

Remote Scanner (QR Code Recognition):
The remote scanner (QR code recognition) function.

Remote Scanner (Data Recognition):
The remote scanner (data recognition) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Recognition):
The remote scanner (network recognition) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Access):
The remote scanner (network access) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Communication):
The remote scanner (network communication) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Storage):
The remote scanner (network storage) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Security):
The remote scanner (network security) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Management):
The remote scanner (network management) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Analysis):
The remote scanner (network analysis) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Monitoring):
The remote scanner (network monitoring) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Optimization):
The remote scanner (network optimization) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Automation):
The remote scanner (network automation) function.

Remote Scanner (Network Configuration):
The remote scanner (network configuration) function.